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New to ukulele? Hello, I'm Brett McQueen, founder of Ukulele Tricks and author of Ukulele Exercises For Dummies. And I'll show you how to play ukulele ... even if you have never played an instrument in your life. You can learn to play ukulele, even if you have never played an instrument in your life, but you can not do it alone. I'm here to
help by giving you the best lessons that have helped over 50,000 ukulele players learn how to make music for the time being. On this page you will find: Where to start If you are a whole new Ukulele player The fastest and easiest way to learn how to play ukulele is with the right steps. Start on the right note and get the four free lessons
learn to play Ukulele today, where you learn your first four songs on ukulele with small, easy steps and fourteen bite-sized video lessons. In the lessons you will get some new tricks such as: How to adjust properly, hold and strum your ukulele The ukulele hymn must know the most necessary How to play 3 extremely flexible strumming
patterns How to play four memorable ukulele songs To get four lessons sent to your inbox , just enter your email below: Please note: I take your privacy very seriously. I promise never to spam you or distribute your emails to third parties. Thank you so much for these wonderful lessons. I was inseparable from my (new to me) ukulele and
am beyond excited that these lessons are allowing me to learn how to play it properly. I can say that this relationship with my ukulele will be a lifelong bond. I can't wait until I have enough experience to play and sing songs for my 3 children. They have, thankfully, been enjoying (almost non-stop) strumming and lovely sounds being
produced by my beloved new little friend. And it's thanks to you. - Lydia C., Student If you're not ready to join me there, then, move down for more ukulele lessons from the Ukulele Tricks blog below to see all you can learn. Introductory lessons Start here if you are a beginner ukulele player. Chords &amp; Strumming Lessons Discover
how to make chords easier to play and how to strum ukulele. Fingerpicking Lessons Find out how to start fingerpick ukulele. Music Theory Lessons Discover music theory on ukulele. Lesson Scales Explore the notes of the fretboard ukulele and see how to play the scales. Please start by studying the C-score scale first. Performance
&amp; Practice Tips Get tips and tricks to practice and implement. Christmas Lesson Learn how to play Christmas songs in many styles on ukulele. Last updated January 4, 2020. This is my absolute beginner's guide to playing ukulele and assumptions have no prior musical knowledge. The idea is that it will get you to sing and play a lot
of tunes, and it wouldn't have been a struggle. Ukulele is an easy-to-learn, and fast instrument The most important thing to remember is to have fun with it and not get bogged down. If you are looking for anything difficult, go and have a cup of tea. Ukulele to begin with is a ukulele 'soprano', perhaps the most common size of ukulele. There
are a lot of good ukuleles out there, but I would advise you to get one with the directional adjustment pin (which sticks out of the side of the uke) rather than the friction latch (which comes out of the back of the uke) because the adjustable pins tend to be better at keeping the strings in tone. Another ukulele I would recommend to beginners
would be one of Kala's cheaper Makala models. Getting your ukulele in tone is VERY important. If it doesn't fit, it will sound terrible, and can take you out of the whole idea, so pay attention to this little... There are many different ways to regulate a ukulele, but the most common adjustment is GCEA. This means that the strings near your
nose are adjusted to G (one above the middle of C), then (move out of your nose) they are adjusted C, E, and A. To listen to these notes and adjust your ukulele, click on the note below. Here's a note G: Here's a note C: Here's a note E: Here's a note A: And here's all of them: To adjust each string, you need to twist the adjustment pin to
which the string is attached. Tightening the string will make the note go higher, and loosening it will make the note go lower (like when you twang a rubber band). I would recommend buying an electronic tuning set, which you can buy at any music store these days. Just clamp it to the top of your ukulele, and it let you know when the string
you spit is in tune: If you have a ukulele with friction latches (without directional adjustment pins), you can see that the screws on the back of the latch need to be tightened up, to prevent the wires from slipping. Just grab a screwdriver and tighten them so you can still twist the latch, but leave it firmly in place once you let go. Remember, all
ukuleles come out of tune, so if it starts sounding rubbish, check your tune. If you are right-handed, hold the neck of your ukulele with your left hand, so you can strum the wire with your right. If you're left-handed, hold your neck with your right hand and strum with the left (if you want to play your left-handed ukulele, see HERE for ideas on
how to get started). I tend to play sit down, rest my ukulele on my lap, but to play it stands up, you can use a variety of methods. Strap is an option, or you can also tuck the body underneath your forearm. Grab your right index finger and brush it on the wire. this should have sounded pretty nice. In fact, you've just played your first duece,
it's called 'A Minor 7th', so you can feel pretty happy with yourself already. It will sound like This:Some ukulele 'experts' get very upset about players ukuleles with a plectrum. Generally these are people who like to hang ukuleles on the walls, and do not play them too much. The truth is that you can use your finger or a plectrum to play your
uke. In the Ukulele Orchestra, we use both, and they all sound great. If you want to use a plectrum, you best use a tougher guitar option, not a soft plastic as they can sound clacky. I have pretty tough nails, so I've grown my own - your own kind of development-plectrums. But you should feel free to use anything that suits you, nails, meat
or plastic, it's just a ukulele. A simple way for ukulele cho cho cho choles to be written is by using the chongy box. These are graphic representations of the first few frets of the ukulele's neck, and they show you where to place your fingers to make a choy. Vertical lines represent strings, and horizontal lines represent frets. So to play the
choy of C, we'll write a choyp box that looks like this: If this doesn't make sense, just grab your ukulele, and put a finger on the third fret of the top A sequence (one of the farthest from your nose). This is the C. If you compare this to the syming box, it will start to make sense. Now strum the wire. It will sound like this:To make life easier
later, it is good if you can learn to use your third (ring) finger for this cho choy as it makes changing cho chops a lot easier. This is great, now you've learned your first major duece, and it's a C. This is a great due to know because we use it a lot, and it's very easy to play. Don't be in a hurry. Everything is going well, you deserve a nice cup
of tea. When you play music, it's important to play on the beat. The most popular music has a 4/4 beat, which means there are 4 beats in each bar. That's why you often hear people say A-one, a-two, a-one, two, three, four, to count in a groovy tone. So by thinking of music as the groups are all apart by 4 beats, we can start to get going.
Now you will use C-tune to play a song, children's melody Row, Row, Row Your Boat. This whole song can be played with just one of these cyming. By counting steadily 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4 when you sing the song, you will find that some words fall into certain beats. This is a song written in beats. The first challenge is to put two
elements together: singing and playing. Chơi bốn strums cho mỗi dòng của giai điệu (một strum của hợp âm C của bạn cho mỗi nhịp đập), và sing giai điệu trong khi bạn làm điều đó. The first note to say is C, for 'Rows, rows, rows'. Have a strumming go along with this clip: If you like the idea of playing songs with only one medley, you
can play along with me on the three more below – Bob Marley's Up, Stand Up uses only one Am, Them's Baby Please Don't Go and Harry Nilsson's Coconut song using only one C7 syming. All shapes for chords are on UKULELE CHORD SHEETS FOR FREE. You are doing well, click on the links below to start your next lesson. I had an
interesting relationship with Uke, it was, in the first kind of string instrument I played as a very small kid but I don't think I actually 'played' it, just strummed it randomly without any effort making it music... It wasn't until early 2013 that I decided to get one and have a proper go at it. So when I learn more songs, techniques and tips, I'll
transfer them to you here. There are plenty of easy transfer skills from the guitar so if you've plucked six strings in a while, you'll probably find the transition pretty easy! It really is a wonderfully interesting little instrument, and very friendly... Nice soft nylon wire, easy to carry around and it's not like anyone ever expected you to do anything
fancy or complicated... So no pressure if you pull one out at a party! Hope you like it as much as I do. I think song learning is the most enjoyable way of learning new and technical syming, so check out the ukulele songs on the site's song area (you can use filters so you only see ukulele songs!) or you can use this super cool app called
Ukeoke which is a cool playing bunch along to the same songs singing and lessons (by me!) and it's available for iOS and Android! Songs and More You'll find my other uke lessons and songs here. Page 2 So want to learn how to play a ukulele? Welcome! The first thing to pay attention to is all the encouraging, happy people around you,
cheering you on and helping you out. Ukulele is a social instrument, a song machine that draws people together to enjoy themselves. Be warned: Mental ukulele is highly contagious. As soon as you master your first symacle, strums, and songs you can see that you, too, are moved to share it with a friend. Side Note On Hands &amp;
'Handedness' Both hands have a lot to do! One is the hand that toy, holding the strings, while on the other is the hand strumming or speaking. Most people, even some lefties, will strum with their right hand and med with their left. But some lefties find the rhythmic show challenging with their indiable hands. They have two options: to flip it
around, play upside down, and give their own cymymym shape, or to rest their instruments. Restringing is simple and can free a lefty from debilitating frustration. For our purposes, I can mention the strumming hand as the right hand and the meding as to the left. In addition, the sound diagram is always drawn according to right-handed
fashion standards. If you're a lefty person who has restrung, you probably know what to do- flip all the diagrams and instructions to make them left center. All players will find things much easier when the fingernails of the choy hand are cut very short. Strumming hands can have long nails as they can serve as options or plectrums as they
are known in the Uk. Heidi Swedberg: From 'Seinfeld' to Uke Clinician Holding The Uke Start your musical journey on good footing and learn keep your ukulele. In the Suzuki violin method, a large amount of time is spent learning the appropriate way to hold instruments and bows. Children start with a box and a stick until the teacher
knows they are ready for the real thing. Uke is much more tolerant, but it is important to strive for good technique in the first place. A little mindfulness at first means you won't have to unlearn bad habits later and can keep you from straining your tendons. Standing or sitting, the tool should be held tightly against your body. Many people
use straps to keep their instruments in optimal position, but others don't like it. Without a strap, the right forearm fixes the tool to the chest. For now, let your left hand hold the neck where it reaches the headstock, loosely. If you are sitting, choose a chair without arms. Slumping back will make things harder, so until you're a confident
player, sit up at the edge of your seat. Try crossing your right leg on your left and let it rest gently against your thighs. Allow your shoulders to relax. Don't forget to breathe! Thumb Strum &amp; Your First Chord Place your finger between the frets, with a gentle arch to each finger, with your thumb on the back of the neck, opposite your
index finger. The strings are numbered 4-3-2-1 from top to bottom. Gently swipe the rope with your thumb pads, one by one. Wherever you feel comfortable strumming as well, but the sweet point is right in the area where the neck meets the body. Sing along with the numbers of strings (4-3-2-1) and notes (G C E A). Now, play them again
while saying words with classic ukulele-related tune tune, My Dog Has Fleas! It's a pretty soft sound. Now strum all four wires together while you count a steady rhythm: 1-2-3-4, 1-2-3-4.... Sing the song Row, Row, Row Your Boat along with your strum. (Hint: if you're having trouble finding the first note, it's C. Spit the third string to get you
started. Remember to count your wires or more from the bottom!) Over time, your strum will grow to use other fingers and patterns, but steady, rhythmic down stroke is the foundation. When you play all the open strings together, the notes you strum make a choy called C6. C6 meding includes G C E A. Familiar sound notes? Those are
the notes we adjust our ukuleles to! It is called C tuning and is the most common way to regulate a ukulele. (You can find old books that require you to adjust lower, to adjust BB, and in Canada, many people tune higher, to D. Music you find online and in contemporary books will always call for C.) This symath is made up of all open wires,
that is, no syringes occur with the left hand. The Hand &amp; The C7 Chord Pretend you have a sock puppet on hand and you're making it talk. More likely The wrist is straight, and your four fingers are in a line, tapping on your thumb. Make that puppet look at you. It's a great start for how your left hand should be aligned on the
instrument. Now, put your hands around under the headstock and place the neck of your instrument in the puppet's mouth, and locate the first string (which is the one closest to the floor, chain A). Place your fingertips in the middle of the frets, with your index finger on Fret 1, middle finger on 2, ring finger on 3, pinkie on 4. Let your fingers
bend gently. Your thumb should be lined up with the index finger on the back of the neck, and your wrist should still be unbent. Remove all but your index fingers. It should be on the first string, fret first. If you can make the tool disappear, your hand will look like an OK sign, with the fingers curved gently, the thumb touching the index
finger, the wrist remains straight. Now strum the wire. Congratulations, you're forming a C7-syming-now you can accompany yourself while you sing a cymyma sound song, like Old Joe Clark. (You can listen to and learn this old favorite in the relevant video content.) Chongy shapes will become second nature after a lot of practice, but
until then, cho cho chong diagrams are handy reminders of how to finger a choy. The top dark horizontal line represents the belt of the ukulele, and the four vertical lines are strings, from left to right: 4 3 2 1. The thin horizontal lines are frets. If you place your instrument vertically next to a syming diagram they will correspond. The dots
represent your finger on the string, and sometimes there is some inside to guide your finger selection. Look at the C7 and F diagrams above and finger the tongs of the toy. Read The Syn sound diagram Many times, familiar songs are written in campfire style, with the name of the cyma sound or diagram above the lyrics. The syming will
appear just above the syyming where they change. Happy Birthday to You is the miniature image of a song that everyone knows, and is a perfect song to play with your first two syming. Bring your uke to the next birthday party you are invited to and try it out. You can witness a miracle—everyone sings together in the same key! The
starting pitch is C. Find your notes on the third string and sing the first part of the song to yourself before you start. The rhythm of this song is 1–2–3, 1–2–3. Strum that rhythm, hold down a C7 cho cho chod and count to get a feel for it, and then start singing Happy... on the third beat. When you get to Birth ... switch to F, and so on. It may
be he hesitation at first, but the goal is to keep a steady rhythm while strumming and singing and changing the tone. Play and sing along to this song and check out the video above. F-sound The fingers of the hand frets are numbered 1-4, index through pinky, but to be clear, we will call them by name. Name. You are playing your C7 cho
cho chong, the index finger is on the first string, fret first. Change that fingertip up a string so that it is now on the second string, fret first. Now grab your middle finger and place its head on the fourth string (top), the second frets. It's the F cho cho cho chong. Give it a strum. Make sure you are on top of your fingers; If your finger is touching
other strings the syringe will not ring clearly. While you are exploring, keep an eye on your wrist and thumb. Keep them comfortable and in the right position. Now it's time to develop great habits. Test changes between F and C7. You'll notice that the middle finger lifts out, and the index can easily move down to the first string. Create a
map between them in your mind and find an economy of movement. Once you feel the liquid, strum four slow, even beats on each cymym, predicting when you're about to change. Once it is successful, speed up or reduce the number of beats. Tìm hiểu Vị trí hợp âm G7 ngón tay của bạn cho một hợp âm F (như mọi khi, kiểm tra xem
ngón tay cái rascally!). To switch from F to G7, the index finger remains anchored on the 2nd string. The middle remains on the second fret but drops to the 3rd string. Now add the ring finger to the first string, fret the second. Being on your fingertips and proper thumb position will make this snug position possible. Notice that this cymard
shape looks like a triangle pointing towards the belt. Give a strum and adjust your finger until it rings clearly. Sometimes it will take some time to build finger strength and dexterity. Be kind to yourself as you work and know that training your body is a process. This is the most demanding cho cho cho chop in this lesson, so pat it on the
back! Try switching from F to G7 the way you learned the transition from F to C7, and then work on moving the G7 to C7. Need some toy to start playing your favorite songs? Download our free ukulele syming chart! Practice with a practice song is a lot more fun when you're strumming a song, so let's play. F, G7, and C7, in that order, are
the hops you need to play and play 99 Beer Bottles on the Wall. By the time you get to the final bottle, you'll be an expert on your sound changes (and perhaps tipsy). Another fun song to sing and play is a traditional song from Hawaii with similar progression, Popoki Make a Cat, which comes with an added bonus: a Hawaiian language
lesson! If you haven't read the notes yet, you can learn by ear with the video. Home Base: C Major Chord You learned C6 and C7 chords, now let's learn a big C chord. Make your sock tangled hand, and again position it on your ukulele, thumb on the back neck, and all four fingers on the first string. Release all but the thumb and ring
finger, which should be on the third fret. Strum! Big C is a cyma sound, you will be playing a lot. Because our tools are adjusted in adjustments C, C, just like the house base. You can hear that a loud C sound differs from the C7 and C6 syming. Without going into music theory, an explanation: C in the choy name tell us that these are all
cho cho choes based on the note C. Numbers or words after the letter C tell us their taste, or qualities, like musical antholyces. The main choy, because they are used most often, and have a neutral flavor is usually written without an anthotherapy, that is, we just need to say C for C major. Rhythm Drives Music Bob Marley. Photo
Courtesy of Magnolia Pictures Bob Marley of Three Little Birds is a fun, perennial favorite. It uses the tone from our warm-up package and is easy to play and sing, especially because you may be familiar with catchy, repetitive melodies and lyrics. This song is liven up by a powerful backbeat, and a good chance to try some easy strum
variations. 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and ... This rhythm is the bone of most songs we know. The numbers are beats and are when we strum down wires, or downstrokes. They are arranged in groups of four, and since this is the most popular rhythm in music, we call it general time. The ands are upstrokes. It's hard to
strum up with the thumb, so this is where we introduce the right finger. Relax and pretend you are standing on the kitchen sink, shaking water out of your hands without making a mess. Perhaps there is a small movement from the elbow, a little twisted wrist, and a flick of the fingers. That's what a good strum should look like. You can only
use your index finger or a combination of multiple fingers. Use what is comfortable. Everyone develops their own style; the most important thing is to stay stable and comfortable. We bring variety to our play by leaving beats out or giving them emphasis (accents). For a simple backbeat strum, just play even beats: that is, beats 2 and 4. A
backbeat can be achieved by leaving all the downbeats out and just playing upstrokes, or ands. A little more complicated is the doo wack-a strum due. On beats 1 and 3 you do a light, part down strum, just brush the fourth string tooth, then you give a solid voice down the strum on even beats, and play up the beat afterwards. If you had
counted it out, it would go like this: either and three four and one two and three four and. Or downstairs, or doing eccentric things, an eccentric thing, a job... Due to copyright restrictions, we cannot register trademarks or tablatures for this musical work. If you have a digital or physical copy of the Fall 2019 issue, you'll find music on page
18. Làm cho âm nhạc Bằng cách sử dụng hợp âm trong gói khởi động của chúng tôi, bạn có thể chơi hàng ngàn bài hát. Really! Ask friends in your newly found ukulele bronze for their favorites, or your own online search. You're hooked! Spreading joy and and this lesson with someone you love. Play along with the video above, because
music is always more fun when you play with friends! Reading music for ukulele is easy! Download our free bait on ukulele names, including all the seal aspects you will usually find on these pages, for any kind of ukulele. If strumming doesn't come naturally to you, don't be afraid! This free Strumming 101 Download lesson is for anyone
who can use some solid tips for popular rhythmic grooves. Track.
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